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Nonlinearities on particular elliptic curves
subspaces and applications
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Abstract

Researching on mathematical models for cryptography means to,
primary, define the optimal spaces and rules for which we can archive
the maximum time to find the involved parameters of the keys and, in
the same time, to optimise the time for key generation.

In the present work, we treat a particular case of some subspaces
from elliptic curves which respect the announced principles.

1 Domain Description

1.1 The Space Study

All researchers are involved, for Public Key Cryptography (PKC), in parame-
ters pair generations ([4, 5, 6, 7]), with respect for

a. complexity cracking period - that means the necessary time to discover
the {χ1, χ2} pair values which have the properties to be part of the
necessary computations for PKC, that involved the space of solutions,
more exactly, the all pair which respect a certain properties set, from s
defined space of values, as described in [8, 12, 13, 14].

b. a defined subspaces of the values which are in an area Θ, which is a part
of a domain values for PKC, based on results from [17, 20].
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Discussing the point b. is about how to define a domain values, based on a
defined equations, and for this domain to define rules that obtain a subdomain
that maximise the numbers of pairs that respect certain properties that make
than suitable to be named PKC, but this subdomain to respect the next two
properties: first is to be of a small dimension, compared with others, second,
is to have enough values that are suitable candidates for PKC applications we
will focus our research on point b., which is about to define a mathematical
model that fulfils the requests.

2 Shao Basic Scheme and Solution to Extended Appli-
cability

Basically, there are two parts, composed by signers and receivers of involved
requests of a blid signature from the signer, and the signer issues the blind
signatures to the requesters. The general scheme can be described in four
phases: (1) the initialisation phase, (2) the requesting phase, (3) the signing
phase, and (4) the extraction phase.

First Phase
Signer will compose a computed value n = pq, where p, q are defined as two
large primes, and p ≡ q ≡ 3( mod 4). Let H be a one-way hash function. The
signer keeps p and q secret, and publishes n and H.

Second Phase
Message signature is defined as m, where the requester will compute randomly
two integers u and b, which respect the rule

α = b2H(m)(u2 + 1) mod n. (1)

The result will be α, and has to be delivered to the signer.
Third Phase

By receiving α, the signer will compute an integer x. Signer knows the values
p, q of n, and

α(x2 + 1) mod n is a QR in Z∗n, and, in this point, the signer can compute
t from

t−2 = α(x2 + 1) mod n. (2)

At this instance, the signer will have the values (t, x) and send it to the
requester.

Fourth Phase Having (t, x), the requester will do

c = (ux− 1)(x+ u)−1 mod n, (3)
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and
s = bt(x+ u) mod n. (4)

Values (c, s) represents a fingerprint of m. It’s validity, for values (c, s), in
relation with m, will be represented by the

H(m)s2(c2 + 1) = 1 mod p. (5)

The equation will be verified as long as the pair (c, s) will have the com-
puted values for the message m. From these, the next equation represents the
condition to have a validation

t2α(x2 + 1) = t2t− 2 = 1 mod n. (6)

which will be decomposed in
H(m)s2(c2 + 1)
= ( α

b2(u2+1) )(bt(x+ u))2((ux−1
x+u )2 + 1)

= (αb2(u2 + 1))(bt)2((ux− 1)2 + (x+ u)2)
= (αb2(u2 + 1))(bt)2(x2 + 1)(u2 + 1)
= t2α(x2 + 1) = 1( mod n).

3 Scheme Limitation

In certain cases of nonlinear analysis of the basic scheme, there are a possibility
to reveal the involved parameters, which represents the seeds of the keys.

1. Considering RIi as iss requesters identity. The associated values are S =
{(RIi, αi, ti, xi) | i = 1, 2, . . . , z} for z for message m. Signer’s values are
(H(m), c, s)

2. Starting from these, the other part will have to allocate the other values

cs = (ux− 1)bt mod n. (7)

The value t for values S represents basic parameters and are computed
by the next equations

cst−1 = (ux− 1)bt mod n, (8)

(cst−1)2 = (ux−1)2b2 = (u2x2−2ux+1)b2 = u2b2x2+b2−2uxb2(modn).
(9)
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3. Components of the values sets are

α = b2H(m)(u2 + 1) mod n,

and the other part will generate

αH−1(m) = b2(u2 + 1) = b2u2 + b2( modn). (10)

4. Signer phase are described as

(cst−1)2 = u2b2 + b2 − 2ub2 mod n. (11)

which can be derived in the next values

(cst−1)2 = αH−1(m)− 2ub2 mod n.

Consequently,

2ub2 = αH−1(m)− (cst−1)2 mod n.

which will become

ub2 = 2− 1(αH − 1(m)− (cst−1)2) mod n. (12)

5. From these equations, as long as

s = tb+ tub mod n

the result become

sb = tb2 + tub2 mod n. (13)

2-1(H-1(m)-(cst-1)2) will be the computed value for tub from these equa-
tions will be rewrite as

sb = tb2 + t(2−1(αH−1(m)− (cst−1)2)) mod n. (14)

But

tb2 − sb = −t(2−1(αH−1(m))− (cst−1)2) mod n,

can be rewrite as

b2 − st−1b = −(2−1(αH−1(m))− (cst−1)2) mod n.
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The second participant will have the representation

b(b− st−1) = (cst−1)2 − 2−1αH−1(m) mod n. (15)

which can be computed with parameters from equation 13 without initial
conditions, which is a vulnerability of basic scheme. From these, we initiated
a study to solve the issues for strong models necessity.

4 Nonlinearities on particular subspaces

Starting from what we expose in the previous section, it is necessary to de-
velop particular mathematical models to have robust implementation. Let be
considered as space generations, a class of functions which has as origin an
elliptic curves case of space:

A finite field Fp which has partitions

(Fp) = {{00, . . . , (p− 1)0}0, {01, . . . , (p− 1)1}1, . . . , {oq, . . . , (p− 1)q}q}

Each partitions represents a subspace that generations values on different
curve from a spectre of elliptic curves.

For these, we will define an addition operation as :

• let a, b ∈ Fp, then a + b = t, t ∈ Fp, where t ∈ [0, p − 1] will be the
remainder when the integer a+ b is derived by p.

Analogues, for a, b ∈ (Fp)q, then a+ b = t, t ∈ {(Fp)q/ ∃ (af , bf ) which
are remainders of divisions form p}.

The second operation is multiplication, that really goes to:

• For two values (a1, a2) ∈ Fp will be defined the multiplication as a1 ·a2 =
m, with m from the same space of Fp, that really goes to m ∈ [0, p−1] is
equal with remainder in the case of a1, s2 is divided by p. The operation
is a case of computation of modulo the space partition p. In the case of
spaces, will be a computation based on a partition q.

With all of these established, for the domain space (unlike in [21], it is a
subspace), we will describe an elliptic curve family as:

Let p be a prime value, with two points α1 and α2 from Fp, which fulfil
4(α1)3 + 27(α2)2 6≡ 0.

An elliptic curve E(Fp) over Fp will be defined by points P = (x, y), where
x, y ∈ Fp by the equations

y2 ≡ x3 + α1x+ α2 (mod p)
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together with a special point O, called the point at infinity. From these, we
will have the equation y2 ≡ x3 +α1x+α2 (mod p) as the equation which will
define E(Fp).

Analogues, will be defined the subspaces E((Fp)q) which represents the
fractions of the initial space. The study will use a nonlinearities model defini-
tions, to be used like frontier values that are interesting, from PKC point of
view.

5 Nonlinearities on Boundary Solutions

As we stated before, to achieve the request is about to define the particular
subspace that has (χ1, χ2) values pairs with cryptographic properties.

Let be two values χ1 and χ2 that denote a solution for boundary cases, in
a subspace q from (Fp)q, χ0 a frontier value, then

lim
χ1→χ0

d(χ1)αu(χ1) =

(
(α(α+ 1))q−1

(β(β + 1))q

) 1
(p−1)(q−1)−qΘ

where Θ is the partition rank.
It will become

lim
χ1→χ0

d(χ1)αΘu(χ1) =

(
α(α+ 1)q−1 ·Θ

(β(β + 1))q

) 1
(p−1)(q−1)−qΘ

for the first state of the boundary solution

lim
χ1→χ0

d(χ1)βΘv(χ1) =

(
β(β + 1)q−1

(α(α+ 1))q

) 1
(p−1)(q−1)−qΘ

From these, we will have

lim
χ1→χ0

d(χ1)α+1∇u(χ1)v(χ0) = α

(
(α(α+ 1))Θ−1

(β(β + 1))q

) 1
(p−1)(q−1)−qΘ

and, analogues:

lim
χ1→χ0

d(χ1)β+1∇v(χ1)v(χ0) = β

(
(β(β + 1))p−1

(α(α+ 1))q

) 1
(p−1)(q−1)−qΘ

For a particular particles Θ, we will have to determine solutions u, v radial
and positive, which fulfill the requirement ∆u = α2(q)up and ∆v = β2(q)vp
which are near enough by a ball Γ of radius R, such as ∂Γ respect:∫ R

0

(R− q) |α(q)− β(q)| dq < f
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where f represents a maximum expected number of pairs (χ1, χ2) with cryp-
tographic properties.

By computations, it can be determined that in the case of above defined
parameters, the (χ1, χ2) pair will have the next fixed where these are inducted

P∑
i,j=1

αi(ξ)
∂2ū
∂ξi∂ξj

+
P∑
i=1

βi(ξ)
∂ū
∂ξi
·Θq

P∑
i,j=1

αi(ξ)
∂2
v̄

∂ξi·∂ξj +
P∑
i=1

βi(ξ)
∂v̄
∂ξi
·Θ−q

In the case of multiple solution which satisfies the conditions, in the present,
it is computed the subspaces with maximum number of (χ1, χ2) pairs.

For the exposed model, these subspaces it is determined by the simple
computation of d(χi), in the case of χi ∈ (Fp)q, by choosing the frontier value
χ0, for each subspace defined by partition q. It will be denoted by d(χ) and
u(χ) values

lim
χ→χ0

d(χ)α · u(χ) =

(
(α(α+ 1)p−1 ·Θ

β(β + 1)q

) 1
(p−1)(q−1)−Θ

lim
χ→χ0

d(χ)βv(χ) =

(
(β(β + 1))p−1 ·Θ2

(α(α+ 1))q

) 1
(p−1)(q−1)−Θ2

which will determine, in the nonlinear case{
∆u = up · vq · d(χ)α

∆v = uq · vp · d(χ)β

It bring as the subspace which will have the necessary number of pairs
(χ1, χ2) with candidates parts of subspace that are part of, to be PKC pairs.

This kind of subspaces are defined by a bilinear function like:

F (χ1, χ2) =
u(α)

(α− β)(χ1 − χ2)
(x− y)(x0 − y0)

where points (α, β), (x, y), (x0, y0) represents a general frontier point, a solu-
tion point and a point from ball Γ, near to frontier solutions and ∂F

∂x = χ1·y+χ0

and ∂F
∂y = χ1x+ χ0.

6 The Implementation Study

In the case of nonlinear subspace, determined by the parameter Γ, we will have
the adapted case used on [11], that is constructed similarly, for the (χ1, χ2)
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Algorithm 1 Pair Determined Protocol
1: p and q are defined
2: r is the ball radius
3: the χ1 parameter is determined by Se co-prime to p such that 1 ≤ Se ≤ χ1 − 1

4: the prover computes v = rχ2
1 mod p which is first parameter

5: the prover chooses r0 such that 1 ≤ r ≤ n− 1
6: the prover computes x = r2 mod n and sends it to the verifier
7: the verifier chooses a bit e ∈ {0, 1} and sends it to the prover
8: if e = 0 then
9: the prover computes y = rχ1

10: else
11: the prover computes y = rχ2 mod n
12: end if
13: the prover sends y to the verifier
14: the verifier rejects if y = 0 or y2 6= χ1 ∗ χe2 (mod n)

values. It will construct the frontier solutions as follow:

These implementation was used on case determinations for medical appli-
cation, in [15, 18], that was implemented in a particular subspaces (that was
based on the [1, 2, 3, 9]) defined as in [23]. The security level of the solution
was based with respect for the [22, 19, 16].

7 Conclusions

Starting from the frontier solutions on nonlinear cases that determines par-
titions on elliptic curves subspaces, where determined particular boundary
solutions pairs which are of cryptographically interests, particularly on PKC.
These kind of subspaces are determined by parameters which are classified in
two categories, as solutions of nonlinear equations and in the neighbourhood of
these solutions, which is the defined ball Γ. These results where used on some
practical applications ([10]), where are necessary to determines the behaviour
of key pairs, in the case of generations on a single nonsupersingular curve. As
future study we intend to determine the optimal radius of the Γ in the cases
of a nonsupersingular elliptic curves class that have the definition based on
boundary solutions determines by a single curve, which was determined on
this study.
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